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Abstract: In this exploratory eye tracking study, gaze behavior during an experiment on electrolysis
of a zinc iodide solution has been examined. The experiment is designed according to inquiry-based
learning and therefore well suited to students’ self-directed experimenting in science classrooms.
Scaffolding by means of stepwise presented digital hints (sequential scaffolds), here by means of
augmented reality (AR), supported learners during the experiment. Two succeeding AR-hints were
offered. This research focuses on the set-up of the experiment by learners and the change of gaze
between the AR-hints and the real experiment. This was investigated by means of mobile eye
tracking. For the analysis of the gaze changes, scanpath analyses are used. Areas of Interest-based
visualizations such as radial transition graphs and scarf plots are used to compare and detect similar
or different gaze behaviors of participants. Results reveal that students first look at the AR-hints, try
to memorize the construction and then switch to setting up the experiment. Recurrent changes of
gaze between the AR-hints and the experiment hardly, or do not, occur. Furthermore, students who
had already set up the experiment correctly with the first hint only use the second hint for evaluating
correctness of their own set-up.

Keywords: mobile eye tracking; experiment; science education; augmented reality (AR); sequential
scaffolding; scanpath analyses

1. Introduction

Inquiry-based learning is widely accepted as a teaching and learning concept in
science education. Here, students’ self-conducted experiments are an important component
of this concept [1–3]. For the experimental process, core competencies include set-up,
execution, accurate observation and evaluation of the experiment [4]. The set-up of the
experiment is very central, as it is essential for further experimentation [4]. However,
studies on inquiry learning still show ambiguous results regarding students’ experimental
competencies [5]. A major predictor for learning success seems to be teacher support during
the experimental process [6]. Nevertheless, listening to instruction during experimenting
might be experienced as a dual task and, thus, increase learners’ cognitive load [7,8].
Another way to support learners might be the use of digital media, for example, by means
of sequential scaffolds that can be accessed individually (e.g., with a tablet) depending
on needs and abilities [9]. In this exploratory study, the focus is on sequential scaffolds
for setting up an experiment on “Electrolysis of a Zinc Iodide Solution”. These scaffolds
in the form of hints were designed to support students in setting up the experiment and
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were operationalized in two stages. The first stage included a hint for partial set-up of
the experiment by means of AR that showed the necessary 3D objects at the workplace
of the experiment in the lab. The second stage included the complete set-up. The entire
experiment (hints, when they were used and the real experiment situation) was recorded
with a mobile eye-tracker (eye tracking glasses) in order to analyze how students use the
sequenced hints to set up the experiment. In addition, analysis focused on detection of
different patterns in the use of the hints. Thus, change of gaze between the hints and
the experiment (setup) were analyzed. To obtain more information about the use of the
sequential scaffolds, short interviews were conducted and related to the eye tracking data.

1.1. Self-Directed Experimenting

To gradually release students into “independence”, Banchi and Bell [10] and Bell
et al. [7] suggest a four-stage model of inquiry learning. In this model, students are
initially still taken by the hand, accompanied through the respective steps and gradually
the process is opened to independence. On level 1, the students know the research question,
method, and solution (so-called confirmation activity). Level 2 provides research questions
and method only (so-called structured inquiry). At level 3, only the research question
is provided (guided inquiry) and at Level 4 (open inquiry), students identify and work
on all parts of an experiment in a self-directed manner [7,8]. The experiment provided
here is located between level 1 and level 2: the procedure and the objective (according
to Bell et al. [7] the “research question”) was broadly provided, but sequential scaffolds
could be used when needed and wanted. This approach was chosen in order to provide
support without creating a dual task situation and so as not to overstrain the students
(see above; cf. [7,8]).

1.2. Sequential Scaffolding

Research, especially on cognitive load, has shown, that procedural knowledge is not
efficiently acquired by having students solve mainly practice problems [11]. Especially,
inexperienced students benefit from studying examples of fully worked-out solution proce-
dures and (subsequently) completing partially worked-out solution procedures and then
solving conventional practice problems on their own. Results of Instructional Design Re-
search show that learning from worked-examples is less effortful for novice learners [11,12].
Experiments in inquiry-based learning approaches can quickly overstrain learners [7].
Students therefore can and should be supported when necessary and appropriate [10].
One supportive strategy here can be provision of sequential scaffolds [8,9]. By sequential
scaffolds, we refer here to hints consisting of worked examples at different stages ranging
from first basic (partial) hints up to full worked examples. Positive effects of such sequential
help strategies have already been demonstrated (e.g., [9,13]). Such hints can be used in
order to allow students to progress in their experiments if necessary but also as validation
after finalizing an experiment or its set-up.

What needs to be considered is how many scaffolds are given and how the learners
use them. The amount of help offered usually depends on the difficulty level of the task.
Therefore, the latter can be determined to some extent independently by the students and
adapted to their own performance level [9,14].

Looking more closely at the question of “how students use sequential scaffolding,” the
question is whether students begin by studying an example before moving on to a practice
problem, which is known as effective task sequencing [12,15–17]. Foster et al. [18] found
that, when given the choice, students are more likely to start with the practice exercises
(60%) than with the worked examples (40%). However, the more frequently mistakes were
made, the more likely that students were using the worked examples, but students rarely
started the training phase with example study. Another picture was shown in a study done
by Van Harsel et al. [16] with university students learning to solve math problems on the
trapezoid rule. Here, 77% of the participants started with a video modeling example, 19%
with a worked example and only 5% went directly to the practice problems. However, so
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far, we know little about task selection choices students make. As Van Gog et al. [11] point
out, data shows that learners seem to be (implicitly or explicitly) aware of the fact that
examples are efficient for learning, as they make substantial use of them.

Here, we use eye tracking in combination with interviews as one approach to examine
whether sequential scaffolds can contribute to the successful set-up of an experiment and
how these digital hints are used while setting up an experiment.

1.3. Augmented Reality

In literature there are two prominent approaches describing AR. Putting these ap-
proaches by Azuma [19] and Milgram et al. [20] together, AR is the combination of virtual
and real content. Here, the reality/real world is supplemented by virtual/digital content,
and this is done with three-dimensional registration as well as in real time [21,22]. In
general, teaching and learning with AR are considered to have learning potential [23,24].
However, to date, there is still too little clarification or research on what content and char-
acteristics a learning-effective AR learning environment should contain. So far, the focus
has often been on the subject-didactic design of the teaching–learning environment based
on an example, as this forms the indispensable cornerstone for further work with the AR
content, without showing concrete effects, for example, on self-efficacy, subject knowledge,
or motivation [21,25]. Nevertheless, for science education, there are few studies as yet
showing a positive effect regarding learning. Huwer et al. [26] added digital AR content
to classical worksheets on experiments in electrochemistry. These could be accessed on
demand if students needed assistance around the experiment or experimentation. In addi-
tion to expertise, self-efficacy as well as intrinsic motivation could be positively influenced
without causing too much cognitive load when using AR [26]. Similar positive effects on
the previously mentioned metrics were found by Probst et al. [27] in their investigation of
particle motion in liquids.

Here, two self-designed AR sequential hints are offered. Leaners can decide themselves
if and when to use them, as this is the usual procedure in science teaching using sequential
scaffolds. The AR hints show the set-up in a three-dimensional manner. AR presents the
equipment to be deployed as an overlay to the actual workplace.

1.4. Eye Tracking

Regarding the relationship of eye movements and cognition, there are two main
assumptions: the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind assumption. The former
states that individuals process objects immediately when they look at them. As soon as
a new object is fixated upon, this new information is processed immediately. The latter
assumption states that there is an eye–mind connection, so that every fixated object is
processed. Based on these assumptions, it can be hypothesized that visual attention has
an impact on cognitive processing of information [28–30]. Several studies have already
shown the connection between fixations and visual attention [31–33]. Often classical eye
tracking indicators, such as total number of fixations or total fixation duration, are used
to investigate attention or task difficulty [34–36]. However, if the focus is on the change
of gaze, as in this case between sequential scaffolds and experimental task, so-called
scanpath analyses are more appropriate. A scanpath generally describes the course of
subjects’ eye movements through space in a given time span. Thus, it is assumed that
a scanpath has a beginning, an end and a length [34,37]. In particular, visualizations of
one or more scanpaths can help to understand, compare, and interpret the spatiotemporal
aspects of eye tracking data and are especially suitable for exploratory studies [37,38], as
in the study presented here. Blascheck et al. [37] and Holmqvist et al. [34] provide an
overview of different visualization options. The focus of this paper is on the so-called
Areas of Interest (AOI) based visualizations. A typical visualization here is the so-called
gaze plot. Newer visualizations include gridded AOIs, parallel scanpath visualizations,
Sankey plots, scarf plots and radial transition graphs [34,37–39]. For the comparison of two
or more individuals, the combination of radial transition graphs and scarf plots according
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to Blascheck et al. [38] seems to be appropriate, because it enables the direct comparison
of two individuals or a pairwise comparison of several individuals. Thus, persons (or
groups) with similar or different gaze behavior can be detected and compared. Therefore,
here radial transition graphs and scarf plots according to Blascheck et al. [38] are applied.
Gaze plots are not suitable here, since this form of presentation leads to overlapping of the
individual fixations, which makes the gaze plots uninterpretable.

1.5. Research Questions

The focus of this exploratory study (quantitative with qualitative interview elements)
is the analysis of learners’ change of gaze between AR-based sequential scaffolds and the
set-up of the experiment on electrolysis of a zinc iodide solution. The research questions are:

(Q1) How do the students use the sequential hints to set up the experiment (gaze
transition between hint and experiment)?

Little is known on how students use sequential scaffolds and research results still
remains unclear here. We hypothesize that students gaze at all relevant parts of the
sequential scaffolds, so that they can set up the experiment partially or completely. We
know that learners seem to be aware of the importance of worked examples as they make
subsequential use of them [12]. Another point could be that students are curious about the
AR hints and thus more likely to start using them. Therefore, we hypothesize that students
make use of the hints and switch continuously between the sequential scaffolds and the
experiment instead of starting the experiment alone. To get more information about the
use of the sequential scaffolds, short interviews were conducted.

(Q2) Which patterns can be identified in the use of these sequential hints?
Affeldt et al. [9] observed in their study of analogous sequential scaffolds that the last

scaffold is called on for control. Thus, we hypothesize that there is a similar pattern for
these digital sequential scaffolds. As this is an exploratory study, data analysis will show if
other patterns ca be identified.

2. Materials and Methods

Leaners had to set up and conduct the electrolysis of a zinc iodide solution (as a so-
called microscale experiment). The experiment set-up consists of six components (battery,
adhesive tape, pencil leads, cable, microscope slide, zinc iodide solution), which were all
provided in a small box. The complete and correct set-up and how the individual materials
belong together is shown in Figure 1. This experiment was new for the learners.
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Instruction (Arbeitsauftrag): Set up and conduct the experiment (For safety during the experiment 
there is also the following hint: three drops of the zinc iodide solution are sufficient, along 
with a symbol for safety glasses) 
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The instruction as well as the sequential scaffolds were provided by means of a work-
sheet (see Figure 2, English translation of all relevant parts below the figure). According to
inquiry-based learning, the instruction was rather basic and located between level 1 and
level 2 (see above; cf. [7]).
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Figure 2. Original worksheet for the experiment.

Heading: Chemistry Redox reaction—electrolysis of a zinc iodide solution
(Chemie Redoxreaktion—Elektrolyse Zinkiodid)
Instruction (Arbeitsauftrag): Set up and conduct the experiment (For safety during the
experiment there is also the following hint: three drops of the zinc iodide solution are
sufficient, along with a symbol for safety glasses)
Evaluation (Auswertung): . . . see additional worksheet
Tip (Tipp): After 5 min you will see the result and can finish the electrolysis.
Set-up (Aufbau): Two succeeding AR-hints
Conducting the experiment (Durchführung): One video hint
Observation of the experiment (Beobachtung): One image hint
Checkboxes: Hint 1 viewed?/Hint 2 viewed?
Description below the AR marker (Set-up/Aufbau): Pull off and open with app
Description below the QR Codes: Pull off and scan QR

For setting up the experiment, two self-designed AR sequential hints are offered.
Leaners can decide themselves if and when to use them. During the study, the hints were
initially covered with a removable sticker and labeled “Hint 1” and “Hint 2”. To retrieve
hints for the set-up, the AR markers have to be scanned with a tablet using a self-developed
app. The app reveals the set-up in a three-dimensional manner in AR. AR presents the
equipment to be deployed as an overlay to the actual workplace. Two hints (scaffolds) were
provided for the following reason. Hint 1 (H1) shows a partial set-up of the experiment
as well as unbuilt equipment (see Figure 3, left side). Here, the students get a first hint as
to how to set up the experiment. They can continue to think independently about how
the complete setup should look like. Hint 2 (H2) demonstrates the complete set-up of the
experiment (see Figure 4, left side). The presentation of the complete set-up was chosen so
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that students were able to set up and subsequently conduct the experiment independently
without failure [40]. All participants in this study successfully completed the experiment.
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Figure 3. Hint 1 (H1)/Experiment (R). Three AOIs on the hint (a) and six AOIs in the experiment 
(b). (a) AOI1 H1 = battery, AOI2 H1 = cable, AOI3 H1 = slide set up, (b) AOI1 R = battery, AOI2 R = 
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Figure 3. Hint 1 (H1)/Experiment (R). Three AOIs on the hint (a) and six AOIs in the experiment (b).
(a) AOI1 H1 = battery, AOI2 H1 = cable, AOI3 H1 = slide set up, (b) AOI1 R = battery, AOI2 R = cable,
AOI3 R, pencil leads, AOI4 R = slide, AOI5 R = battery with cable connection, AOI6 R = slide with
cable connection.
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ment (b). (a) AOI1 H2 = battery with cable connection, AOI2 H2 = slide with cable connection,
(b) AOI1 R = battery, AOI2 R = cable, AOI3 R, pencil leads, AOI4 R = slide, AOI5 R = battery with
cable connection, AOI6 R = slide with cable connection.
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2.1. Eye Tracking Glasses and Software

For eye tracking of the experimentation, including the use of the hints, Tobii Pro
Glasses 2 were used. The Tobii Glasses Controller software was used to calibrate the eye
tracker. The eye tracker has a gaze sampling frequency of 50 Hz with a single-point calibra-
tion that is automatically validated. The tracking technology supports corneal reflection, is
binocular and allows tracking of dark pupils. The device has a total of four eye cameras as
well as a gyroscope and accelerometer. Additionally, there is a scene camera H.264 with
1920 × 1080 pixels @23 fps. The scene camera’s recording angle is 82◦ horizontally and 52◦

vertically. Audio recording was not used in this study. The recorded data were analyzed
using Tobii Pro Lab software (version 1.123; [41]). Scarf plots and transition graphs were
generated using the freely available online program Radial Transition Graph Comparison
Tool: http://www.rtgct.fbeck.com/ (accessed on 1 December 2022) [38].

2.2. Sample

A total of 10 students (8th grade) from an Austrian middle school were recruited
for this exploratory study. Participation was anonymous, i.e., all data were collected and
analyzed anonymously, on a voluntary basis in summer 2019. No persons are visible on
the recordings, only the workplace and participants’ hands. All study participants were
informed about the scientific purpose of the study. Of the participants, N = 5 were female
and N = 5 were male with a mean age of M = 14.20 years (SD = 0.42).

2.3. Data Collection

Data collection took place in the chemistry room of the middle school on five consec-
utive days, each in a separate eye tracking session. The procedure of the study as well
as the functionality of the self-developed app for scanning the sequential scaffolds were
described at the beginning. It was explained that they could use all the hints independently
in case they need or want help or do not know what to do next. On the part of the school
there was a time limit of 60 min for the whole session. We set no time limit to finish the
experiment. All participants finished the experiment within 50 min (one lesson). Therefore,
we had about ten minutes for a short interview with two questions, regarding the use of
the sequential scaffolds, after the experiment

2.4. Data Analysis

For data analysis, snapshots (images) were created combining the view on the scaffolds
(hints) and the experiment. Since the automatic mapping, which is integrated in the
Tobii Pro Lab software, was not applicable to the snapshots (images) (incorrect automatic
mapping), data of all participants had to be mapped manually. Since the focus is on the
change of gaze between the help and the real experiment, the mapping was started as
soon as a marker was used. The mapping was stopped as soon as the experiment was
successfully set up. The Tobii I-VT Attention Filter (Threshold 100 (◦/s)) recommended by
Tobii Pro AB [42] was used for the mapping. This filter was used for the entire evaluation
and is optimized for mobile eye tracking under dynamic motion [42]. Areas of Interest
(AOIs) were created for both hints (H1 and H2) as well as for the experiment. The AOIs for
Hint 1/experiment are shown in Figure 3, and those for Hint 2/experiment are shown in
Figure 4. For both Hint 1/experiment and Hint 2/experiment, the AOIs were defined for
the equipment or their combination relevant to the set-up (see Figures 3 and 4).

In order to answer the research questions, AOI-based similarity indices, radial transi-
tion graphs, and scarf plots are created for both Hint 1/experiment and Hint 2/experiment.
Participants were compared using these measures/visualizations (see [38]). In the radial
transition graph method of Blascheck et al. [38], scanpaths are abstracted by AOIs and
fixations in an AOI are aggregated to dwells. Here, a dwell describes a visit from entry to
exit from an AOI [34]. Each dwell is assigned to a unique AOI, so that the so-called dwell
time can be presented for each AOI. After the experiment was completed, the students
were interviewed regarding the use of the sequential scaffolds. Due to the time limit, it was

http://www.rtgct.fbeck.com/
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not possible to show the gaze plots during the interviews. The short interview consisted of
the following two questions: (1) Why did you feel you needed the sequential scaffolds to
set up the experiment? (2) Did the sequential scaffolds help you to set up the experiment:
why yes, or why not? In the radial transition graph (see Figure 5), the individual AOIs are
represented in a circle as sectors, where the length of the sectors represents the total dwell
time of the respective AOI. The AOIs have a unique color and are sorted alphabetically.
Using the radial transition graph, transitions, i.e., gaze movement from one AOI to another
AOI [34], are also represented as lines or curves. The thicker the line or curve, the more
transitions have occurred. An outgoing transition is represented with a black circle and an
incoming transition with a white circle. The comparison of individuals becomes possible,
for example, by the comparative juxtaposition of several transition graphs or the integrated
representation of two transition graphs, the so-called “Transition Graph Diff View” ([38]
(p. 91); see Figures 5 and 6). In the integrated transition graph (Diff View), there are
two additional circles, an inner circle and an outer circle, again divided into AOI sectors.
Either the inner or outer sector has the same length as the colored sector, which means that
this sector has the higher dwell time on this AOI. The other person’s sector is shorter in
percentage. The gray scale of these sectors shows the Dwell Time compared to the highest
Dwell Time overall (black represents maximum). To compare the transitions directly, the
transitions now illustrate the difference between both single transition graphs. A red or
blue line means that one person had more transitions from one AOI to another than the
other did. A black line means that both persons had the same number of transitions.
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and six AOIs in the experiment. AOI1 H1 = battery, AOI2 H1 = cable, AOI3 H1 = slide set up,
AOI1 R = battery, AOI2 R = cable, AOI3 R, pencil leads, AOI4 R = slide, AOI5 R = battery with cable
connection, AOI6 R = slide with cable connection.
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Furthermore, the scarf plots of several persons can be compared to analyze the dwell
times and AOI sequences. This enables the investigation of the temporal order of the
transitions (see Figure 7. For the comparison of the transition graphs, the so-called similarity
index is also determined, which is based solely on the transition weights (see [38]). To
calculate the similarity of two transition graphs, the difference is needed. “The difference is
calculated by subtracting the transition counts wpq1, wpq2 between two AOIs ap and aq and
summing the absolute difference for all pairs of AOIs of the two transition graphs. Then,
the sum of the differences is divided by the total weight of all transitions for both transition
graphs” [38] (p. 91):

d :=
∑pq

(∣∣Wpq1 −Wpq2
∣∣)

∑pq(Wpq1 + Wpq2)
(1)

This index can take a value between 0 and 1, where 0 means no match and 1 means a
complete match of two graphs. To achieve this, the value is inverted to sim = 1 − d [42].
The calculation of the similarity index is the first step, using radial transition graphs.
Based on these indices, the exemplary pairwise comparisons (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2)
were selected.
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3. Results

Table 1 shows the procedure of the students based on the recording of the mobile eye
tracker. Participant 7 (P07) did not use any hint (no eye tracking data for the set-up) and
was therefore excluded from further eye tracking analyses. In the set-up box of Participant
10 (P10), the microscope slide was missing and, thus, was also excluded from further eye
tracking analyses. Except for Participant 3 (P03; used only hint 2) and Participant 9 (P09;
used only hint 1), all students used both hints and all of them were able to set up the
experiment correctly. Participant 01 (P01) used both hints but was not able to set up the
experiment correctly. P01 was only able to set up the experiment correctly after using the
hint for the conduction of the experiment (see Table 1). In order to gain deeper insight into
the exact use of the sequential AR hints, the AOI based evaluation of the data from the
mobile eye tracker was applied.

Table 1. Procedure of the students in setting up zinc iodide electrolysis.

Participant Hint 1 Hint 2 Procedure during Set-Up

P01 " " Immediately hint 1 used→no set-up→ then immediately hint 2→ tried to set up→ hint 2→
no correct set-up (only after hint for execution was used set-up was correctly finished)

P02 " " Set-up tried (cable connected to battery and attached directly to slide, without pencil leads)→
hint 1→ set up correctly finished→ hint 2 used

P03 - " Set-up tried (cable connected to battery and attached directly to slide, without pencil leads)→
hint 2→ set-up correctly finished→ hint 2 used

P04 " " Immediately hint 1 used→ set-up as far as indicated in hint 1 (pencil lead attached to
microscope slide)→ hint 2→set up correctly finished

P05 " " Immediately hint 1 used→ set-up as far as indicated in hint 1 (pencil lead attached to
microscope slide + cable attached to batterie)→ hint 1→ set-up correctly finished→ hint 2 used

P06 " " Immediately hint 1 used→ set-up as far as indicated in hint 1 (pencil lead attached to microscope
slide)→ hint 2→ set-up correctly finished

P07 - - No hint for set-up used, only hint for conducting the experiment→ set-up correctly finished

P08 " " Immediately hint 1 used→ set-up as far as indicated in hint 1 (pencil lead attached to
microscope slide)→ hint 2→ set-up correctly finished

P09 " - Immediately hint 1 used→ set-up correctly finished

P10 " " Immediately hint 1 used→ cable attached to battery→ hint 2 used→ set-up correctly finished
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Further results are displayed separately according to hint 1/experiment or hint 2/ex-
periment.

3.1. Hint 1/Experiment

First, the similarity indices were determined (see Table 2). All participants who called
for hint 1 are shown.

Table 2. Similarity indices of the students for hint 1/experiment.

P01 P02 P04 P05 P06 P08 P09

P01 0.25 0.40 0.27 0.43 0.35 0.35

P02 0.25 0.44 0.53 0.35 0.40 0.53

P04 0.40 0.44 0.48 0.41 0.61 0.49

P05 0.27 0.53 0.48 0.29 0.34 0.33

P06 0.43 0.35 0.41 0.29 0.52 0.34

P08 0.35 0.4 0.61 0.34 0.52 0.38

P09 0.35 0.52 0.49 0.33 0.34 0.38

Based on the similarity indices, results reveal that P04 and P08 have the highest
consistency with 0.61, based on their weighted transitions. P01 and P02 have the lowest
consistency with 0.25. All other persons are in the range between 0.25 and 0.61.

The pairwise comparison of two participants is made possible by the radial transition
graphs and Transition Graph Diff View in combination with scarf plots. Due to this new
analysis method, a deeper insight can be obtained into the strategies of students while
working with the sequential scaffolds. To show the potential for this AOI based eye tracking
analysis, the further analysis describes exemplarily the results for the persons with the
lowest agreement (P01 and P02). For further comparison of all participants regarding the
use of the sequential scaffolds (hints), scarf plots were used. (All other radial transition
graphs can be found in Appendix A, see Figure A1).

Figure 5 shows the individual transition graphs for P01 (top left) and P02 (top right),
the integrated transition graph (P01/P02, middle) and the corresponding scarf plots (below).
Looking at the transition graph of P01 (see Figure 5, top left), it is noticeable that AOIs
5R and 6R (battery with cable connection and slide with cable connection in reality) were
not considered at all. This is consistent with the results presented in Table 1, since P01 did
not manage a (partial) set-up and these AOIs could only have been considered if at least
a partial set-up existed. In combination with the scarf plot, results reveal that P01 first
looked at the AOIs of the hint, then at the AOIs of the materials of the experiment, then
again at those of the hint and again at the AOIs of the experiment. Among these, AOIs
2R (cable, experiment; 4.0 s), 4R (slide, experiment; 3.8 s), and AOI 3 H1 (slide set up, hint
1; 3.3 s) were viewed the longest. The highest number of transitions (4 each) were from
AOI4 R (slide, experiment) to AOI2 R (cable, experiment) and vice versa, followed by 3
transitions from AOI1 H1 (battery, hint 1) to AOI3 H1 (slide built, hint 1), and 3 transitions
from AOI1R (battery, experiment) to AOI1 H1 (battery, hint 1). These results indicate a
search and identification of the equipment shown in the hint and in the experiment.

A closer look at the transition graph of P02 (see Figure 5, top right) reveals that all
AOIs except for AOI1 R (battery, experiment) were in gaze. The reason here is that P02 had
already connected the battery to the cables before using the first hint (see Table 1). Together
with the scarf plot, results show that P02 first looked at the AOIs of the hint (total of about
12.0 s) and then looked exclusively at the AOIs of the experiment (about 69.0 s). Here, the
AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment) was viewed for the longest time with
58.1 s, followed by AOI3 R (pencil leads, experiment) with 8.7 s and AOI3 H1 (slide built
up, hint 1; 5.9 s). The highest number of transitions occurred between hint 1 AOIs, with five
transitions from AOI3 H1 (slide built, Hint 1) to AOI2 H1 (cable, hint 1) and four transitions
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each from AOI2 H1 (cable, hint 1) to AOI3 H1 (slide built, hint 1) and AOI2 H1 (cable, hint
1) to AOI1 H1 (battery, hint 1). In the experiment, there was the most frequent change of
gaze from AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment) to AOI5 R (battery with cable
connection, experiment) with three transitions. It is also noticeable that there is only one
transition from the hint to the experiment (AOI1 H1→ AOI6 R). These results suggest that
P02 first looked intensively at the AOIs of the hint and then switched to the experiment to
set it up. In doing so, P02 seems to have understood the presented hint, since the set-up
succeeded with hint 1 alone and there was no more change in gaze back to the AOIs of hint
1 (see also Figure 5).

The direct comparison of both persons becomes possible with the integrated transition
graph (see Figure 5, bottom). Results show that both students are the only ones to have an
almost identical dwell time for AOI1 H1 (battery, hint 1). For all other AOIs, the dwell times
of both students differ from each other, with P01 viewing AOI1 R (battery, experiment),
AOI2 R (cable, experiment), and AOI4 R (slide, experiment) longer than P02. All other
AOIs, both those of hint 1 and those of the, were viewed longer by P02 (see Figure 5).
When comparing the number of transitions, findings show that P01 has more transitions
between almost all AOIs within Hint 1, as well as between the AOIs of Hint 1 and the
experiment, than P02 (see blue lines, Figure 5). P02 has more transitions away from or to
AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experiment) as well as AOI6 R (slide with cable
connection, experiment). Results of the integrated transition graph are plausible because
P02 first looked exclusively at the AOIs of hint 1 and then only at those of the experiment,
which means that P02 set up the experiment after the hint was used (see Figure 5, top
right). In contrast, P01 had a constant change of gaze between the AOIs of hint 1 and the
experiment (see Figure 5), without setting up anything.

Below are all the scarf plots for students who used hint 1 (see Figure 7).
Comparing scarf plots of all students reveals that P01 seems to be an outlier, since

only this person did not look at AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experiment) and
AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment). All participants looked at the AOIs of
hint 1 before they switched to the experiment (AOIs experiment). In the experiment, the
AOIs of the individual materials (AOI1 R, AOI2 R, AOI3 R, and AOI4 R) were considered
first, followed by those of the combined individual components (AOI5 R and AOI6 R;
see Figure 7). P02, P04, P05, and P09, after looking at the AOIs of hint 1, looked (almost)
exclusively at the AOIs of the experiment and did not switch back to the AOIs of hint 1.
P06 and P08 switched to the experiment after looking at the AOIs of hint 1, then briefly
switched back to the AOI1 H1 (battery, hint 1), AOI2 H1 (cable, hint 1) and AOI3 H1 (slide
set up, hint 1), and then again looked at the AOIs of the experiment with the combined
components (AOI5 R and AOI6 R).

3.2. Hint 2/Experiment

First, the similarity indices were calculated (see Table 3). All students who used hint 2
are shown here.

Table 3. Similarity indices of the students for hint 2/experiment.

P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P08

P01 0.35 0.27 0.14 0.29 0.18 0.12

P02 0.35 0.46 0.22 0.80 0.23 0.26

P03 0.27 0.46 0.13 0.33 0.31 0.16

P04 0.14 0.22 0.13 0.25 0.4 0.48

P05 0.29 0.8 0.33 0.25 0.14 0.29

P06 0.18 0.23 0.31 0.4 0.14 0.36

P08 0.12 0.26 0.16 0.48 0.29 0.36
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P02 and P05 have the highest consistency with 0.80, based on their weighted transitions.
P01 and P08 have the lowest consistency with 0.12. All other persons are in the range
between 0.13 and 0.48.

Like the above, to show the potential of the radial transition graphs and Transition
Graph Diff View in combination with scarf plots for AOI based eye tracking analysis, the
further analysis is again focused exemplarily on two persons. The authors decided to
present the results for participants with the highest level of consistency (P02/P05) to obtain
a deeper insight into the strategies of students while working with the sequential scaffolds
and to fully show the potential of this scanpath analysis in order to compare two persons
directly from lowest (see example “Hint 1/experiment”) to highest consistencies. For
further comparison of all participants regarding the use of the sequential scaffolds (hints),
scarf plots were used. (All other radial transition graphs can be found in the Appendix A,
see Figure A2).

Figure 6 shows the transition graphs for P02 (top left) and P05 (top right), the integrated
transition graph (P02/P05, middle) and the corresponding scarf plots (below).

The transition graph of P02 (see Figure 6, top left) shows that both AOIs of hint 2
(AOI1 H2, battery with cable connection/AOI2 H2, slide with cable connection) as well as
only the AOIs with the combined devices (AOI5 R, battery with cable connection/AOI6
R, slide with cable connection) of the experiment were gazed at. The scarf plot shows in
combination that P02 first looked alternately at both AOIs of hint 2 and then at AOI5 R
and AOI6 R. The well time of AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experiment) is the
highest at 9.2 s, followed by AOI1 H2 (battery with cable connection, hint 2) at 3.8 s With
two transitions each, the most frequent transition was from AOI2 H2 to AOI1 H2 and back
again (see Figure 6). Furthermore, there was one transition each from AOI1 H2 (battery
with cable connection, hint 2) to AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experiment) and
from AOI5 R to AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment). Bearing in mind that
P02 had already set up the experiment correctly before using hint 2, these results indicate
that P02 gazed at hint 2 (AOIs of hint 2) in order to evaluate the set-up of the experiment.

The transition graph of P05 (see Figure 6, top right) reveals that exactly the same AOIs
were considered as P02. P05 had also finished setting up the experiment before hint 2 was
used. The scarf plot shows that P02 first looked at the AOIs of hint 2 and then switched to
the AIOs of the experiment (see Figure 6). Here, the dwell time for the AOI6 R (slide with
cable connection, experiment) is highest at 10.3 s, followed by AOI1 H2 (battery with cable
connection, hint 2) at 1.6 sec. Each transition for P05 shown in Figure 6 occurred once. The
results for P05 also indicate that this hint was used to evaluate the set-up of the experiment.

For direct comparison of both participants, the integrated transition graph was used
(see Figure 6, middle). Results reveal that P02 looked at both AOIs of hint 2 for slightly
longer than P05. AOI5 R was longer in gaze by P02, whereas AOI6 R was longer in gaze by
P05. With the help of the scarf plot, it can be seen that the sequence of the considered AOIs
is almost identical (see Figure 6, below). The number of transitions of both students are
identical from AOI1 H2 (battery with cable connection, hint 2) to AOI5 R (battery with cable
connection, experiment) as well as from AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experiment)
to AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment). From AOI1 H2 to AOI2 H2 and in the
reverse direction, P02 had two transitions each, i.e., one transition more than P05, which
can be seen from the blue-gray lines.

Below are all scarf plots of students using hint 2 (see Figure 8).
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Comparing scarf plots of all participants with each other, P01 again seems to be an
outlier due to hardly or not at all looking at AOI5 R (battery with cable connection, experi-
ment) and AOI6 R (slide with cable connection, experiment). All participants looked at the
AOIs of hint 2 before they turned to the experiment (AOIs experiment). All participants
remained almost exclusively in the experiment after they turned to it for the first time
(after using the scaffold; except for P03 and P06, who again switched to the AOIs of hint 2
towards the end).

3.3. Short Interview

The results of the interview are summarized in Table 4. All students are shown here,
including P07 and P10 (excluded from eye-tracking analyses, see above). Due to the lack
of eye tracking data for these persons, the interviews cannot be correlated with the eye
tracking data, but they do provide an insight into the use of the sequential scaffolds (see
research question Q 1).

Table 4. Results of the short interviews.

Why Did You Feel You Needed the Sequential Scaffolds
to Set Up the Experiment?

Did the Sequential Scaffolds Help You to Set Up
the Experiment, Why Yes or Why Not?

P01

I did not know how this should be set up and could not
bring the presented materials in relation to the set-up.
Therefore, the help for conducting the experiment was also
called. Here the set-up was clear.

The two AR scaffolds were not helpful, but the
video on how to conduct the experiment was.

P02

I didn’t know where to connect the mines (pencil leads)
(hint 1). I only looked at the second AR hint to check that
the set-up was correct. I would not have needed it to set up
the experiment.

Both hints helped, but the second AR hint helped
me the most.

P03
Because I didn’t know exactly how to set it up and then I
understood how to do it. I wanted to use as few scaffolds as
possible.

This hint (hint 2) has helped me, I found it very
appropriate.

P04 I used both AR scaffolds because I didn’t know what to do.
The first AR hint helped me more than the second
AR-hint, because I had already done everything I
saw there anyway.

P05 I used the AR scaffolds because otherwise I wouldn’t have
known how to set up the experiment.

I found the second AR-help the most helpful
where you can see the whole setup.
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Table 4. Cont.

Why Did You Feel You Needed the Sequential Scaffolds
to Set Up the Experiment?

Did the Sequential Scaffolds Help You to Set Up
the Experiment, Why Yes or Why Not?

P06 I used both AR scaffolds because I didn’t know exactly what
to do with the materials.

Yes, both hints were very helpful, so I knew how to
do it and then did it correctly. I think the first AR
hint for the set up I would not have needed, but
only the second AR hint.

P07
I made sure to use a help when I needed it. I have not
needed more than one help (just called the video hint for
conducting the experiment).

Yes, the hint (video hint) has helped me.

P08 I only used the first AR hint, because then I already knew
what to do.

The first AR hint helped me. The content of the
hint was clear.

P09
I used the first AR hint because I did not know exactly how
to attach the mines to the cables and how that should work
with the adhesive tape. Otherwise, I didn’t need any hint.

Yes, the AR hint was helpful. The experiment was
not so difficult and it was good to understand.

P10 I was curious what is represented in the two AR hints, but
the first AR hint I have needed in any case.

I have found both AR hints helpful in any case.
P10 further said that it was positive, that new
things were experienced during the experiment.

4. Discussion

For this exploratory study of gaze change between sequential AR-based scaffolding
and experiment (hint 1/experiment and hint 2/experiment), the first step was to analyze
the similarity indices based on the transitions. Thus, all participants can be compared at
a glance and similarities or differences in gaze behavior can be identified based on the
transitions [38]. However, the higher the number of AOIs, the lower the likelihood of a large
match based on the transitions alone. The reason here lies in the high number of possibilities
for different transitions with nine (hint 1/experiment) or eight (hint 2/experiment) AOIs.
Therefore, values in the range 0.3 to 0.4 are interpreted here as mediocre consistency and
values above 0.4 (see Tables 2 and 3) are interpreted as (relatively) high consistency. Since
these values are not based on the dwell times, the gaze behavior of the students should
be further analyzed with the transition graphs or integrated transition graphs as well as
scarf plots, since the dwell times and the temporal sequence of the visited AOIs can also be
examined and compared (see [34,38]). Further, the students were interviewed after they
finished the experiment, regarding the use of the sequential scaffolds (see Table 4).

With regard to research question Q1, concerning how the students use the sequential
hints to set up the experiment (gaze transition between hint and experiment), results allow
the following conclusions:

Based on the similarity indices, transition graphs, and scarf plots of both hints
(H1/experiment and H2/experiment), it can be seen that P01 is an outlier, as this person’s
gaze behavior is clearly different from all other students (see transition graphs Figure 5
and scarf plots Figures 7 and 8). Only P01 had recurrent gaze changes between the hint
and corresponding experiment in both hint 1/experiment and hint 2/experiment. This
indicates a search and identification of the equipment shown in the hints and in the real
experiment and that P01 did not understand how to set up the experiment based on the
set-up hints. In the interview, P01 said “I did not know how this should be set up and
could not bring the presented materials in relation to the set-up”. Further, P01 said that the
two AR scaffolds were not helpful. These statements support the interpretation of the eye
tracking data because P01 did not know how to set up the experiment despite calling on
both AR hints.

We had hypothesized that students gaze at all relevant parts of the sequential scaffolds,
so that they are able to set up the experiment partially or completely. Regarding the dwell
times, for all students (except P01), those of the AOIs of the experiment were higher than
those of the hints. This leads to the conclusion that participants (except P01) first briefly
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looked at the hints. Here they gaze at all AOIs of the hints, which means they gaze at
all relevant materials displayed as 3D AR elements (see Figures 7 and 8). The students
remembered and/or understood the displayed content and then turned to the experiment
where they partially set it up, as far as is shown in hint 1 (P06), or completely set up
the experiment (P02, P04, P05, P08 and P09 only used hint 1 to completely set up the
experiment) as shown in hint 2 (P03 only used hint 2 to set up the experiment). This
was done without constantly switching between the AOIs of the hints and those of the
experiment. These interpretations are supported by the interview data. All students (except
P01) said that the AR scaffolds they used helped them to set up the experiment (see Table 4).
Since these students were able to set up the experiment successfully using the sequential
AR scaffolds, we assume that the content of the scaffolds was understood, but it can only
be understood if all AOIs have been gazed at, because all relevant materials for the set-up
are displayed in these AOIs. For example, P06 said that “both hints were very helpful, so I
knew how to do it and then did it correctly”. P03 said “I didn’t know exactly how to set it
up and then I understood how to do it”. P08 said that “the content of the hint was clear”.
The statements of the other students can also be interpreted in the sense of understanding
(see Table 4, right column). Thus, we can confirm the above hypothesis.

The higher dwell time of the AOIs in the experiment can be explained due to the fact
that these AOIs are viewed during practical/haptic work and the partial or complete setup
takes time, since, for example, attaching the cables to the pencil leads requires a certain
amount of dexterity.

The second hypothesis was that students make use of the hints and switch con-
tinuously between the sequential scaffolds and the experiment instead of starting the
experiment alone. Due to the low level of prior knowledge of the students, the experi-
ment was designed between level 1 and level 2, according to Bell et al. [7]. In addition,
sequential scaffolds were offered, which we refer to as hints, that are worked examples
at different stages ranging from a first basic hint (partial set-up of the experiment) up
to a full worked example (complete set-up of the experiment). This was done because
learning from worked-examples is less effortful for inexperienced learners [11,12]. Based
on the results presented, this hypothesis cannot be confirmed in this way. Although all
students start gazing at the AOIs of the hints before setting up the experiment, repetitive
gaze changes between hints (AOIs of the hints) and experiment (AOIs of the experiment)
do not occur (see scarf plots Figures 7 and 8). Almost all students, except P07 (no AR hint),
stated in their interviews (see Table 4) that they did not know how to start the set-up with
the given materials, if they had tried the set-up without calling a hint (like P02 and P03),
how the given materials should be combined. For example, P02 said “I didn’t know where
to connect the mines” (pencil leads). Therefore, the students decided independently to call
a scaffold to be able to set up the experiment. That the self-designed sequential scaffolds
were helpful for the students can be seen in Table 4. This means that the students begin by
studying an example before moving on to a practice problem, which is known as effective
task sequencing [12,15,16]. In contrast to Forster et al. [18], who found that when given the
choice, students are more likely to start with the practice exercises than with the worked
examples, the students in this study start with the sequential scaffolds (worked examples)
and then turn to the practice exercise (setting up the experiment). The results of this study
are more consistent with the findings of Van Harsel et al. [16], in which only 5% started
directly with the practical problem and all other with an example. In conclusion, as Van
Gog et al. [11] point out, the learners in this study seem to be (implicitly or explicitly) aware
of the fact that examples are efficient for learning, as they make substantial use of them
here to set up the experiment correctly. Even if the approaches of the studies mentioned
differ slightly (scaffolded approach instead of problem solving), it still shows that it is not
entirely trivial to create materials in such a way that students work independently on the
one hand, but still receive support at the right time and use it.

With regard to research question Q2, concerning which patterns can be identified in
the use of these sequential hints, the following conclusions result:
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Interpreting the previously described findings, a first pattern in the use of the sequen-
tial scaffolds would be that the students who need help first look at all AOIs of the hints
in which the 3D AR materials are displayed. This is true for hint 1 and hint 2. Only after
the AOIs of the hints have been examined in detail do participants turn to the experiment
(AOIs experiment) to set it up (see scarf plots Figures 7 and 8). Again, this indicates that
the students understand the content of the hints (as stated above, see also Table 4) and then
implement it in the experiment. This supports the basic idea of the scaffolds in helping the
students to set up the experiment (except P01 as an outlier) [9,13].

In addition, there is a pattern of evaluation of the set-up as shown by P02 and P05
with the help of the radial transition graphs and integrated transition graph (Transition
Graph Diff View). These participants correctly performed the set-up of the experiment by
only using hint 1. As shown in Figure 6, the AOIs of hint 2 (complete set-up shown) were
briefly gazed at first and then the two corresponding AOIs in the experiment were gazed at.
The relatively short dwell time for all viewed AOIs strongly suggests that the set-up was
controlled based on the second sequential hint. This interpretation of the eye tracking data
is supported by the interviews, as P02 stated: “I only looked at the second AR hint to check
that the set-up was correct. I would not have needed it to set up the experiment”, and P05
stated: “I found the second AR-help the most helpful where you can see the whole setup”.
As shown in Figure 8 (scarf plots hint 2/experiment), P03 and P06 switched their gaze
from the AOIs of the experiment back to the AOIs of hint 2 toward the end of the set-up.
This can also be interpreted as a control gaze for checking the correctness of the set-up
with the help of hint 2. Affeldt et al. [9] observed similar results for analogous sequential
scaffolds, whereby these authors also interpret using the last hint, as it is in this case, for
some students in their study as a control call.

A major limitation of this research is the small sample size. However, the chosen
sample size here is not unusual for exploratory studies that use eye tracking as a method
of analysis in an explorative way (see [34,37]). Therefore, results of this exploratory study
were presented and analyzed with descriptive methods, which are well suited for scanpath
analyses. They only show a trend and should be interpreted as such. As is usual in ex-
ploratory studies, conclusions made here are therefore interpreted in terms of hypotheses,
which can be tested in the context of further studies with a larger sample size, e.g., using
statistical methods (see [37]). In addition, participants here had little or no prior knowl-
edge with regard to redox reactions (zinc iodide electrolysis (experiment) is one of these
reactions). The extent to which prior knowledge influences the use of sequential scaffolds
in setting up experiments should also be controlled in subsequent analyses. Taken together,
this study shows that sequential AR-based scaffolds seem to be a promising approach to
support leaners in self-directed experimenting in the science classroom.
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